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Annual Report 2019-20

Dear supporters, I hope this annual report finds you well. It has been a difficult year but, thanks to your support, Shine Like Stars, has continued to
support very poor families in Pakistan. We are indebted to the volunteers
from our partner organisation CLiP - Community Link Programme who continue to inspire us with their on-going passion, commitment and hard work.

Clean water
In March this year volunteers from CLiP travelled to Cholistan to install biosand water filters. Despite the long travelling distances, bad roads and impending lockdowns, two villages were provided with water filters and maintenance training. Correctly used, these water filters will last 50-60 years, saving many lives.

Relief Aid
Flood Aid - October 2019 saw big floods in the area of Kasur. With homes,
workplaces and fields inundated daily wage workers were unable to provide
for their families as well as suffering from medical complaints brought on by
flooding. Shine Like Stars were able to equip their partners to take food,
clothing and medical assistance to victims.
Corona Aid - Like many communities around the world, COVID-19 has had
a devastating effect on the poor in Pakistan. Through the generous support
of our supporters, we have been able to send $A2600 to provide food packages for those who had lost their incomes during the pandemic.
We continue to fund-raise for those in need to provide communities with water filters and relief aid. If you are interested in supporting this vital work
please click here, email us at admin@shinelikestars.org.au or phone 0405
575940. Thank you once again for your support.
- Janet Legg, President

“Families who are on
daily wages are
suffering most.”
- Kenneth Shakeel
President, Community Link
Programme (CLiP)
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